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Abstract
Canonical mechanisms of protein evolution include the duplication and diversification of pre-existing folds through
genetic alterations that include point mutations, insertions, deletions, and copy number amplifications, as well as
post-translational modifications that modify processes such as folding efficiency and cellular localization. Following
a survey of the human mutation database, we have identified an additional mechanism that we term “structural
capacitance,” which results in the de novo generation of microstructure in previously disordered regions. We
suggest that the potential for structural capacitance confers select proteins with the capacity to evolve over rapid
timescales, facilitating saltatory evolution as opposed to gradualistic canonical Darwinian mechanisms. Our results
implicate the elements of protein microstructure generated by this distinct mechanism in the pathogenesis of a wide
variety of human diseases. The benefits of rapidly furnishing the potential for evolutionary change conferred by
structural capacitance are consequently counterbalanced by this accompanying risk. The phenomenon of
structural capacitance has implications ranging from the ancestral diversification of protein folds to the engineering
of synthetic proteins with enhanced evolvability.
Crown Copyright © 2018 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Canonical protein evolution is achieved through
the utilization of an array of different genetic
mechanisms, including point mutations, recombination, translocations, and duplication. Alterations to
the protein-encoding elements of genes are accompanied by modifications to non-coding control elements, epigenetic changes, and post-translational
mechanisms that refine the kinetics, spatial localization, synthesis, folding efficiency, and other aspects of
protein synthesis and dynamics. The functional and
morphological diversity at the protein, cellular, and
organismal levels is achieved through the utilization of
a combination of such mechanisms. This repertoire of

available mechanisms for the implementation of
evolutionary change enables adaptations to be
furnished at the appropriate level, and allows proteins
to efficiently navigate their function spaces to identify
optimal phenotypic solutions.
Whereas classic genetic modifications are incremental, more complex mechanisms, such as the phenomenon of genetic capacitance mediated by heat shock
proteins like Hsp90, buffer the impact of polymorphisms
that may in isolation be maladaptive, allowing their
phenotype to remain hidden and offering the possibility
for “saltatory” evolutionary change [1]. This enables
expansive regions of structural and functional space to
be navigated in a single step, releasing phenotypes
from local optima and allowing new functions and
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morphologies to evolve over rapid timescales along
routes requiring the simultaneous presence of multiple
genetic alterations. The existence of such mechanisms
enables evolutionary landscapes [1] to be navigated
more efficiently, as searches may be extended beyond
the local optima of rugged peaks, so as to reach out
across otherwise un-navigable regions of sequence
space to identify distant, and potentially more adaptive
optima. The capacity for this type of accelerated
evolution is especially important in environments
characterized by high uncertainty, where a capacity
for furnishing rapid and efficient evolutionary change is
a prerequisite for survival. Interestingly, there is
emerging evidence for profound protein structural
changes induced by so-called “hopeful monster”
mutations [2–4].
Many proteins, and most notably those involved in
cellular regulation and signaling [5,6], contain significant regions of disorder and belong to the class of
intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) [7]. IDPs can
undergo disorder–order transitions, typically upon
binding another protein or DNA (coupled folding and
binding [8–11]). The energy landscapes of IDPs are
typically rugged, featuring a continuum of conformational states that enables interaction with other
molecules via both conformational selection and
induced fit [8,12,13].
In order to establish whether point mutations within
the regions encoding disordered regions may result in
microstructuralization and generate nascent microstructural elements that may form substrates for
evolution and result in adaptive alterations to protein
function, we performed a survey of the human mutation
database [14]. Specifically, we performed a bioinformatic analysis to identify mutations predicted to
generate localized regions of microstructure in previously disordered regions of target proteins. We report
here a new mechanism of protein evolution, which we
term “structural capacitance,” whereby structural and
functional changes at the level of individual proteins
may be achieved through the introduction of point
mutations influencing key nucleating amino acids
located in regions of structural disorder. Once mutated,
these residues are predicted to generate new microstructural elements in previously disordered regions
that are functionally distinct from the parent fold. These
findings have broad implications both for the accelerated non-canonical evolution of protein folds, and for
the pathogenesis of human diseases.

Results
Order–disorder transitions associated with
mutations in human proteins
We interrogated the human polymorphisms and
disease mutations dataset [14], and compiled a
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dataset of 68,383 unique human mutations (excluding
the “unclassified” mutations; see Materials and
Methods for more details), comprising 28,662
human disease mutations and 39,721 polymorphisms. We then applied standard algorithms for
disorder prediction to every mutation and polymorphism in the dataset. A predictor voting strategy was
employed to determine the prediction outcome for
each mutation. As there are multiple predictors for
protein disorder, the residues were deemed to be
located within disordered regions if the number of
predictors assigning residues to disordered regions
was equal to or larger than the number of predictors
assigning the residues to ordered regions. Four types
of structural transitions were defined: disorder-toorder (D➔O), order-to-disorder (O➔D), disorder-todisorder (D➔D), and order-to-order (O➔O) (Table
S1).
We next interrogated the subset of proteins
containing D➔O predicted mutations imposing the
following selection criteria: (1) mutations located
within disordered regions ≥ 30 amino acids in length
(termed “long disordered regions” (LDRs), consistent
with other studies [15–19]); (2) LDRs not predicted to
be in transmembrane domains; and (3) proteins with
LDRs lacking experimentally determined identical or
homologous structures. From a BLAST search
against the protein databank (PDB), 226 of 1,337
(16.9%) proteins do not currently have experimentally
determined structures or homologues. Among 1337
proteins containing predicted D➔O mutations, we
identified 150 point mutations within LDRs from a total
of 131 proteins (Table 1). The workflow is detailed in
Fig. S1.
In order to determine whether any of the mutation
sites are located in functionally relevant regions, we
cross-referenced disease and non-disease mutations
in D➔O, O➔D, D➔D, and O➔O transitions with the
Eukaryotic Linear Motif (ELM) database [20]. ELMs
are predominantly functional modules found in intrinsically disordered regions in eukaryotic proteins [21].
All ELMs listed have been experimentally verified (i.e.,
annotated with experimental evidence showing that
the ELM is involved in a functionally relevant
interaction). The numbers of mutations found in
ELMs were as follows: 13/1,731 (0.75%), 74/13,876
(0.53%), 70/51,317 (0.14%), and 3/1,459 (0.21%) for
D➔O, D➔D, O➔O, and O➔D mutations, respectively
(Tables S2–S5). The number of identified motifs for
D➔O mutations is much smaller than that for D➔D
and O➔O; however, this most likely reflects the
relative scarcity of D➔O mutations. For three transitions, more disease mutations than non-disease
mutations/polymorphisms were found in ELMs according to the one-tailed Fisher exact test [8 versus 5
for D➔O disease-associated mutations versus polymorphisms (p-value = 0.02); 3 versus 0 for O➔D
disease-associated mutations versus polymorphisms
(p-value = 0.09); 46 versus 28 for D➔D disease-

UniProt/dbSNP

A0JNW5/rs7296162
A4D1E1/rs801841
A6NJV1/rs2272466
A7E2F4/rs347880
O14645/rs11749
O15078/rs374852145
O15287/rs4986939
O43303/rs3751821
O43734/rs13190932
O60240/rs6496589
O60269/rs4445576
O60287/rs762225
O75161/rs17472401
O75161/rs571655
O75952/rs3786417
P07498/rs1048152
P08F94/rs146680689

Q0P670/rs13290
Q0VG06/rs11552304
Q13111/rs35651457
Q14D04/rs59504298

Mutation

UHRF1-binding protein 1-like
Zinc finger protein 804B
UPF0573 protein C2orf70
Golgin subfamily A member 8A
Axonemal dynein light
intermediate polypeptide 1
Centrosomal protein of 290 kDa
Fanconi anemia group G
protein
Centriolar coiled-coil protein of
110 kDa
Adapter protein CIKS
Perilipin-1
G protein-regulated inducer of
neurite outgrowth 2
Nucleolar pre-ribosomalassociated protein 1
Nephrocystin-4
Nephrocystin-4
Calcium-binding tyrosine
phosphorylation-regulated
protein
Kappa-casein
Fibrocystin

S1147L
V1195I
Q177L
K480N
A65V

Clusterin
Elastin
Sperm-specific antigen 2
Sperm-specific antigen 2
Folate transporter 1
Tumor protein D52
Down syndrome critical region
protein 9
Uncharacterized protein
SPEM2
Fanconi anemia core complexassociated protein 100
Chromatin assembly factor 1
subunit A
Ventricular zone-expressed PH
domain-containing protein
homolog 1

Disease

No.
disorder
predictorsb

No. order
predictorsc

Average
length of
LDRd

No.
disorder
predictors
in D2P2e

No.
disorder
predictors
for LDRf

–
–
–
–
–

4
3h
2h
2h
3h

2g
2g
4
2g
3

101
37
34
91
43

6
6
3
N/A
N/A

3
1
1
2
2

R2210C
S378L

–
–

2
2

3
2g

123
35

5
5

1
1

P171L

–

4

2g

39

7

2

R83W
P194A
S328C

–
–
–

2h
3h
2h

3g
2g
2g

189
32
31

5
8
6

2
1
1

P2071R

–

2

3g

53

6

1

R848W
E618K
T74M
R110L
R3957C

–
–
–

h

3
3h
2h

2
2g
2g

45
30
113

6
7
5

1
1
2

3h
3h

2g
4

35
40

5
7

1
1

N317H
G610R
R833W
P836L
A558V
D52Y
R76L

–
Polycystic kidney
disease; autosomal
recessive (ARPKD)
[MIM:263200]
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

2
2
3
4
3
3h
3h

2g
2g
2g
2g
2g
2g
3

48
385
224
169
51
55
31

4
N/A
5
7
8
8
N/A

1
1
2
2
1
2
1

S108A

–

2

2g

67

4

1

P660L

–

2

g

55

4

1

D167V

–

2

84

5

2

S501L

–

68

8

2

3

g

2
3
h

2

g
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P10909/rs9331936
P15502/rs17855988
P28290/rs13419020
P28290/rs17647806
P41440/rs35786590
P55327/rs35099105
P59020/rs13864

Protein
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Table 1. Mutations in LDRs of human proteins predicted to produce a D➔O transition a

Q15572/rs4150167
Q15884/rs35386391
Q17RF5/rs2306175
Q3BBV0/rs11581926
Q49MG5/rs2305050
Q52LG2/rs16986753
Q52M75/rs17366761
Q53HC0/rs11057401
Q562F6/rs1036533
Q569K6/rs12167903
Q5JSZ5/rs10736851
Q5SNV9/rs6697244
Q5SQ13/rs11787585
Q5SQN1/rs17851681
Q5SRN2/rs1003878
Q5SRN2/rs1033500
Q5T1N1/rs9440631
Q5THJ4/rs958068
Q5VWN6/rs56856085
Q5VWP3/rs2275769
Q5VXU9/rs7470491
Q5VYM1/rs10117097
Q5W0A0/rs3014939
Q5W0A0/rs749071
Q6L8H2/rs7113784
Q6PJF5/rs11553545
Q6PJF5/rs387907130
Q6PJW8/rs12075111
Q6PK04/rs11150805

Pericentriolar material 1
protein
TATA box-binding proteinassociated factor RNA
polymerase I subunit C
Protein FAM189A2
Uncharacterized protein
C4orf26
Neuroblastoma breakpoint
family member 1
Microtubule-associated
protein 9
Keratin-associated protein 13-2
Putative uncharacterized
protein encoded by LINC01554
Coiled-coil domain-containing
protein 92
Shugoshin 2
Coiled-coil domain-containing
protein 157
Protein PRRC2B
Uncharacterized protein
C1orf167
Proline-rich protein 31
Synaptosomal-associated
protein 47
Uncharacterized protein
C6orf10
Uncharacterized protein
C6orf10
Protein AKNAD1
Vacuolar protein sortingassociated protein 13D
Protein FAM208B
Muscular LMNA-interacting
protein
Uncharacterized protein
C9orf84
Uncharacterized protein
C9orf131
Glutamate-rich protein 6B
Glutamate-rich protein 6B
Keratin-associated protein 5-3
Inactive rhomboid protein 2
Inactive rhomboid protein 2

T1543I

–

G523R

–

2

2

T233I
P30L

–
–

3h
3h

3
3

Q850K

–

2h

N601D

–

2

h

R26C
R85C

–
–

2
2

S70C

–

G9D
P191L

Consortin
Coiled-coil domain-containing
protein 137
RNA-binding protein 44

Mutation

Disease

No.
disorder
predictorsb

2

4

Average
length of
LDRd

No.
disorder
predictors
in D2P2e

41

N/A

1

41

5

1

82
50

6
8

3
2

3g

131

N/A

1

g

104

8

1

2g
2g

88
49

1
5

1
1

2h

3

159

6

1

–
–

2
2h

2g
3

55
41

3
5

1
1

S1630T
S848I

–
–

2h
3

3
2f

183
30

8
N/A

2
1

L8F
R381C

–
–

2h
4

2g
2g

150
42

6
5

2
1

P161L

–

2h

2g

57

5

2

P128L

–

2h

2g

52

6

1

H255Y
S1707F

–
–

2h
2

3
2g

193
67

3
6

2
1

S724Y
P376S

–
–

4
2h

2g
2g

144
163

7
4

3
1

H416R

–

2

2g

86

4

1

L285F

–

2h

2g

256

6

1

E178K
T427I
S83C
D528Y
P189L

2
2h
2
2h
3h

g

2
3
2g
4
3

177
45
122
48
109

6
4
5
5
6

1
2
1
1
2

R399C
R177W

–
–
–
–
Tylosis with
esophageal cancer
(TOC) [MIM:148500]
–
–

h

3h
3h

2g
3

129
125

7
9

2
3

D51H

–

2h

2g

72

N/A

1

2

g

No. order
predictorsc

(continued on next page)
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Q6ZP01/rs13393001

Protein
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Q15154/rs370429

UniProt/dbSNP

UniProt/dbSNP

Q6ZR62/rs7474140
Q6ZU52/rs2236026
Q6ZUB1/rs34791830
Q6ZVD7/rs41278532
Q702N8/rs60540208
Q702N8/rs9823779
Q711Q0/rs56206226
Q7Z2D5/rs35285687
Q7Z2Z1/rs3743372
Q7Z3Z2/rs34049451
Q7Z402/rs17854512
Q7Z403/rs34712518
Q7Z570/rs12105159
Q7Z570/rs12476147
Q7Z7L8/rs12796667
Q86TY3/rs3829765

Q8IV16/rs78367243

Q8IWZ6/rs119466001
Q8IXS0/rs10485172
Q8IYE0/rs1109968
Q8IYE1/rs17853515

Retrotransposon Gag-like
protein 4
Uncharacterized protein
KIAA0408
Spermatogenesis-associated
protein 31E1
Storkhead-box protein 1
Xin actin-binding repeatcontaining protein 1
Xin actin-binding repeatcontaining protein 1
Uncharacterized protein
C10orf71
Phospholipid phosphataserelated protein type 4
Treslin
Protein RD3
Transmembrane channel-like
protein 7
Transmembrane channel-like
protein 6
Zinc finger protein 804A
Zinc finger protein 804A
Uncharacterized protein
C11orf96
Uncharacterized protein
C14orf37
Metalloprotease TIKI1
Glycosylphosphatidylinositolanchored high
density lipoprotein-binding
protein 1
Glycosylphosphatidylinositolanchored high density
lipoprotein-binding
protein 1
Bardet-Biedl
syndrome 7
protein
Protein FAM217A
Coiled-coil domaincontaining protein 146
Coiled-coil domain-containing
protein 13

Mutation

Disease

No.
disorder
predictorsb

No. order
predictorsc

Average
length of
LDRd

No.
disorder
predictors
in D2P2e

No.
disorder
predictors
for LDRf

D162Y

–

2h

2g

100

4

1

S331L

–

2

2g

134

3

1

A736V

–

4

2

g

133

8

3

N825I

2

2g

83

5

1

R695C

Pre-eclampsia/
eclampsia 4 (PEE4)
[MIM:609404]
–

2h

3

88

5

1

R776W

–

3h

2g

38

6

3

R320L

–

2

h

g

440

6

2

A32V

–

2h

2g

41

6

1

R1885C
R47C
R59W

–
–
–

h

2
2h
3h

g

2
2g
2g

551
32
49

6
6
8

1
1
1

G191D

–

2

2g

40

6

1

G1152R
Q261L
R144C

–
–
–

2
2
2h

2g
2g
3

77
58
155

4
4
5

1
1
2

T96I

–

3h

2g

75

6

3

P430L
G56R

–
–

2
2

g

2
2g

57
48

6
6

1
1

S144F

Hyperlipoproteinemia
1D (HLPP1D)
[MIM:615947]

3h

4

38

8

1

H323R

2h

2g

38

5

1

M442V
N345S

Bardet-Biedl
syndrome 7
(BBS7) [MIM:615984]
–
–

2
2h

2g
2g

91
213

4
6

1
1

E375V

–

2h

2g

92

5

1

2
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Q86V40/rs1649292
Q8IV16/rs587777636

Protein
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Table 1 (continued)

Q8IYX3/rs861854
Q8IZ63/rs3745640
Q8N1H7/rs1033734
Q8N205/rs34818970
Q8N2C7/rs35822936
Q8N2C7/rs869025316

Q8N307/rs11923495
Q8N307/rs3762739
Q8N387/rs15783
Q8N6Y0/rs9676419
Q8N715/rs17852896
Q8N7R1/rs1689291
Q8N8I6/rs2048058
Q8N9H9/rs1281018
Q8N9T8/rs34743532
Q8NEV8/rs17108127
Q8NEV8/rs2640785
Q8NEV8/rs3741046
Q8TBE3/rs17054522
Q8TBZ2/rs9890721
Q8TD31/rs130066
Q8TD31/rs130068
Q8TD31/rs130079
Q8TD31/rs2073720
Q8TEV9/rs8080966
Q8TF40/rs12109782

Protein

Coiled-coil domaincontaining protein 170
Coiled-coil domaincontaining protein 116
Proline-rich protein 22
Protein SIX6OS1
Nesprin-4
Protein unc-80 homolog
Protein unc-80 homolog

E345K

Disease

No.
disorder
predictorsb

No. order
predictorsc

Average
length of
LDRd

No.
disorder
predictors
in D2P2e

–

2h

2g

99

4

1

R96C

–

2

P118L
S309L
S224L
R131W
P1700S

3

136

N/A

2

2
2h
3h
2h
2h

3
2g
2g
3g
2g

116
198
74
48
80

5
6
7
6
3

1
1
3
2
1

R666W
S671C
T202I
M439V

–
–
–
–
Hypotonia; infantile;
with psychomotor
retardation and
characteristic facies
2 (IHPRF2)
[MIM:616801]
–
–
–
–

h

2
2h
3h
2h

4
4
3
2g

163
163
37
172

3
4
4
5

2
2
1
1

R380L

–

2h

3

244

5

2

G188E
R119C

–
–

2
3h

2g
3

57
85

4
6

1
2

A530V

–

2h

3

235

6

2

S309L
M512L
E137V
R118L
P166A

–
–
–
–
–

3
2h
2
2h
3h

2g
2g
2g
2g
2g

168
256
53
53
42

N/A
6
5
5
8

1
1
1
1
2

R688W

–

4

2g

45

N/A

3

S164R

–

2

2

g

166

6

1

R417W

–

2h

3

G575C

–

K546R

45

5

1

2

2

g

151

6

1

–

2h

2g

152

6

1

P524L

–

2

h

4

166

4

1

V738L

–

2h

2g

32

5

1

(continued on next page)
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Mucin-20
Mucin-20
Mucin-15
Usher syndrome type-1C
protein-binding
protein 1
Coiled-coil domain-containing
protein 185
POM121-like protein 12
Putative uncharacterized
protein encoded
by LINC00482
Uncharacterized
protein C1orf127
Protein KRI1 homolog
Exophilin-5
Exophilin-5
Exophilin-5
Fibronectin type III
domain-containing
protein 9
MYCBP-associated
protein
Coiled-coil alpha-helical
rod protein 1
Coiled-coil alpha-helical
rod protein 1
Coiled-coil alpha-helical
rod protein 1
Coiled-coil alpha-helical
rod protein 1
Guanine nucleotide
exchange protein
SMCR8
Folliculin-interacting
protein 1

Mutation

Protein Evolution and Human Diseases

Q8IYT3/rs55868409

UniProt/dbSNP
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Table 1 (continued)
UniProt/dbSNP

Q8TF63/rs12520809
Q8WVK2/Q8WWU5/rs2234045
Q8WXD2/rs35664837
Q8WXH2/rs17853661
Q92504/rs35690712
Q96FF9/rs34020666
Q96GE4/rs9910506
Q96KD3/rs6949056
Q96LP6/rs7484376
Q96M02/rs11558415
Q99575/rs3824145
Q9BR39/rs387906898

Q9BW71/rs35431046
Q9BWW9/rs2076672
Q9H0A9/rs884134
Q9H0B3/rs2277921
Q9H4K1/rs2142661
Q9H799/rs16903518
Q9H799/rs377107065
Q9HAW4/rs34390044
Q9HBH7/rs1045082
Q9HBH7/rs709036
Q9HCM1/rs3759299

Dendritic cell
nuclear protein 1
U4/U6.U5 small nuclear
ribonucleoprotein
27 kDa protein
T-complex protein
11 homolog
Secretogranin-3
Junctophilin-3
Zinc transporter
SLC39A7
Sororin
Centrosomal protein
of 95 kDa
Protein FAM71F1
Uncharacterized
protein C12orf42
Centrosomal
protein C10orf90
Ribonucleases P/MRP protein
subunit POP1
Junctophilin-2

HIRA-interacting
protein 3
HIRA-interacting
protein 3
Apolipoprotein L5
Speriolin-like protein
Uncharacterized protein
KIAA1683
RIB43A-like with
coiled-coils protein 2
Protein JBTS17
Protein JBTS17
Claspin
Protein BEX1
Protein BEX1
Uncharacterized
protein KIAA1551

Mutation

Disease

No.
disorder
predictorsb

No. order
predictorsc

Average
length of
LDRd

No.
disorder
predictors
in D2P2e

No.
disorder
predictors
for LDRf

N97D

–

2

2g

40

5

2

S114F

–

2h

3

135

4

2

G253A

–

2h

2g

48

6

2

M233V
P645L
G124R

–
–
–

2h
4
2

3
2g
2g

46
127
90

5
6
4

2
3
2

S156Y
M165I

–
–

2
2

2g
2g

131
100

6
4

1
1

S228L
P182R

–
–

3h
2h

2g
2g

44
68

7
5

1
1

M57I

–

2

3

79

5

1

S127L

–

2h

3g

65

5

2

g

64

7

4

S165F

4

2

G521W

Cardiomyopathy;
familial
hypertrophic 17
(CMH17)
[MIM:613873]
–

4

2g

51

9

3

A496V

–

2

3

58

4

1

T323M
P113L
P835L

–
–
–

2
4
2h

2
2g
2g

114
72
120

6
7
6

2
3
2

R180C

–

3h

3

68

6

1

P2592L
P2750S
P892T
M66I
A40V
S1208C

–
–
–
–
–
–

3
2
2h
2
2h
3

2g
2g
3
3
2g
2g

99
50
234
43
40
130

5
4
6
4
7
7

2
1
1
1
2
1

h

g
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Protein

Q9HCM3/rs2774960
Q9NSI2/rs3737075
Q9NWH7/rs1338314
Q9NY87/Q9NZP6/rs36025315
Q9P2H0/rs7926728
Q9UF72/rs35766062
Q9UKA4/rs17063163
Q9ULS5/rs17854038
Q9UPP5/rs7523552
Q9Y238/rs9840172
Q9Y2X0/rs34859566
Q9Y334/rs28400001
Q9Y448/rs7169404
Q9Y6H1/rs864309650

Protein

Mutation

Uncharacterized
protein KIAA1551
UPF0606
protein KIAA1549
Protein FAM207A
Spermatogenesisassociated protein 6
Sperm protein
associated with the nucleus
on the X chromosome C
Nuclear pore-associated
protein 1
Centrosomal protein of
126 kDa
Putative TP73 antisense
gene protein 1
A-kinase anchor protein 11
Transmembrane and coiled-coil
domain protein 3
Uncharacterized protein
KIAA1107
Deleted in lung and esophageal
cancer protein 1
Mediator of RNA polymerase II
transcription subunit 16
von Willebrand factor A
domain-containing protein 7
Small kinetochoreassociated protein
Coiled-coil-helix-coiled-coilhelix domain-containing
protein 2

P147S

–

P652L

–

V212L
R333W

Disease

No.
disorder
predictorsb

2h

2g

No. order
predictorsc

Average
length of
LDRd

No.
disorder
predictors
in D2P2e

30

4

1

2

2

g

117

5

2

–
–

2h
2

2g
2g

71
154

5
5

1
2

V59F

–

2h

2g

95

N/A

2

P343A

–

2h

2g

229

5

1

G238C

–

2h

3

P120L

–

H1070R
P232Q

147

3

1

2

3

g

66

N/A

1

–
–

2
2h

2g
3

99
32

4
6

1
1

N715Y

–

3

2g

183

N/A

1

N1150D

–

2

2g

35

5

1

L770F

–

2h

2g

32

5

1

R711C

–

2h

2g

52

5

1

R75L

–

2

4

81

4

1

T61I

Parkinson disease
22 (PARK22)
[MIM:616710]

2h

3

92

7

2
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Q9HCM1/rs61353224

UniProt/dbSNP

a
Columns 1 and 2 describe the protein accession numbers in the UniProt database/dbSNP database and protein names, respectively. Column 3 indicates the D➔O mutations, which can
be described as X?Y, where X is the wild-type residue, Y is the mutated residue, and ? is the position. The disease annotations of mutations are shown in column 4. Columns 5 and 6 list the
numbers of predictors that agree that the mutations are located in disordered (column 5)/ordered (column 6) regions. The column 7 shows the lengths of predicted LDRs, which are the
average length of predicted disordered regions from all the four (VSL2B, IUPred-short, IUPred-long, and DynaMine) predictors. We considered the prediction result to be “ordered” if the score
from DynaMine is larger than 0.8 and “disordered” if the score is smaller than 0.69.
b
Number of predictors that agreed that the wild-type residues are located in disordered region.
c
Number of predictors that agreed that the mutations are located in ordered region.
d
Averaged length of disordered regions from different predictors. For Dynamine, b=0.69 was considered disordered, while for VSL2B and IUPred, ≥ 0.5 was considered disordered.
e
Number of predictors (out of nine) that agreed that the wild-type residues are located in disordered region according to the prediction results from D2P2 database. “N/A” denotes that the
prediction results for current protein could not be found.
f
Among the predictors agreeing that the wild-type residues are located in disordered region, the number of predictor predicting LDRs (≥30 amino acids). For example, “1” indicates that
among the predictors agreeing that the wild-type residues are located in disordered region, only one predictor agreed that it was LDR, suggesting the LDR is potentially biased.
g
The predicted score of DynaMine for the mutation was between 0.69 and 0.8, which means that the prediction was context dependent. Therefore, this prediction result was not taking into
consideration. As such, the total number of predictors for this entry was 3.
h
The predicted score of DynaMine for the wild-type residue was between 0.69 and 0.8, which means that the prediction was context dependent. Therefore, this prediction result was not
taking into consideration. As such, the total number of predictors for this entry was 3.
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associated mutations versus polymorphisms (p-value
= 1.55E − 15); 43 versus 27 for O➔O diseaseassociated mutations versus polymorphisms (pvalue = 0.02)]. Overall, therefore, we predict that
only a relatively small fraction of the identified D➔O
mutations are part of functionally relevant interactions
with other proteins. To further investigate the numbers
of mutations that are located in the annotated Pfam
domains, we mapped the mutations of four transitions
to the Pfam database [22]. The numbers of mutations
found in the Pfam domains were as follows: 741/1731
(42.8%; 308 versus 433 for disease-associated
mutations versus polymorphisms), 3538/13,876
(25.5%; 1333 versus 2205 for disease-associated
mutations versus polymorphisms), 800/1459 (54.8%;
474 versus 326 for disease-associated mutations
versus polymorphisms), and 35,521/51,317 (69.2%;
19,500 versus 16,021 for disease-associated mutations versus polymorphisms) for D➔O, D➔D, O➔D,
and O➔O, respectively. The mapping results for D➔O
and O➔D transitions are shown in Tables S6 and S7,
respectively. On average, approximately half (48.1%)
of the mutations were located in Pfam annotated
domains.
Identification of structural capacitance elements
We propose that the identified LDRs (Table 1)
represent a new class of genetic element, which we
have termed “structural capacitance element”
(SCE). The D➔O mutations identified represent
examples of order-inducing substitutions that introduce new microstructure into the parent fold that
may confer new functions, or refine existing ones,
but which may, in some cases, be of pathogenic
significance. There are 21 mutations involving
cysteine residues (i.e., X➔C and C➔X, where X
denotes any amino acids) identified within 21
proteins (all involving a single mutation to cysteine;
Table 1). None of the identified D➔O mutations in
LDRs (Table 1) are predicted to be associated with
ELMs (Tables S2), indicating that these substitutions
are unlikely to interfere with known interactions,
resulting instead in the potential for functionality
through the generation of new microstructures. The
mechanism appears to be initiated by point mutations that change hydrophilic nucleating residues to
hydrophobic ones (Fig. 1a). It remains to be seen
whether the codons encoding these residues constitute “hotspot” regions within the human genome,
and whether there is codon bias at these positions.
The types of mutations in each class (D➔O, O➔D,
D➔D, and O➔O) appear to be non-random (Table
S8). For all documented D➔O disease mutations,
arginine is the most frequently mutated amino acid
(Fig. 1b). The most common classes of disease
mutation for D➔O and O➔D transitions are R➔W
(59; 11.50%) and L➔P (108; 16.62%), respectively
(Tables S8A and S8B). For O➔O and D➔D
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transitions, the mutation patterns are more evenly
distributed (Tables S8C and S8D). For non-disease
mutations, the most common type is P➔L (153;
12.56%) for D➔O and L➔P (63; 7.79%) for O➔D
(Tables S8A and S8B). This is consistent with a
recent comparison of mutation frequencies in intrinsically disordered regions of proteins in both disease
and non-disease datasets that highlights the previously unappreciated role of mutations in disordered
regions [11]. An example of the predicted local
increase in ordering due to D➔O mutations in both
disease and non-disease datasets is shown in
Fig. 2a and b.
Given the variability in the predictions among the
four predictors tested, which necessitated a majority
voting approach, we looked for experimental evidence suggesting that the predicted regions were
disordered. Accordingly, we cross-referenced our
human disease mutations and polymorphisms dataset against DisProt [23], a database providing
experimentally verified disordered regions of proteins. For the resulting matches, we applied four
protein disordered region predictors to predict the
structural changes following mutation events, using
majority voting. Disorder prediction using majority
voting predicts that 108 mutations in LDRs result in a
D➔O structural transition (Table S9). Compared to
Table 1, the D➔O mutations listed in Table S9 are
more reliable, as the LDRs harboring such mutations
have been experimentally verified. Examples showing an increase in ordering according to DynaMine
based on the DisProt database are shown in Fig. S2.

Discussion
The association between disease phenotypes and
the de novo formation of protein microstructural
elements represents a novel paradigm for understanding the origins of select human diseases, which
has previously principally been focused on loss-ofstructure and accompanying loss of function. One of
the best-studied examples is the tumor suppressor
p53, which is inactivated following somatic mutation
events in a range of human cancers [24]. Most p53
mutations are loss-of-function mutations impacting
the DNA-binding domain through interference with
p53–DNA contacts or structural destabilization [25].
It is, however, known that IDPs play a role in cellular
regulation and signaling [5,6]. Indeed structural
changes in disordered proteins have been implicated in disease processes, with evidence for D➔O
transitions triggered by disease-causing mutations in
functionally important regions (such as regions
mediating protein–protein recognition via coupled
folding and binding, and DNA binding [10]).
We propose that in addition to canonical loss-offunction mutations, disease-causing mutations may
result in gain of function through the binary activation
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Fig. 1. (a) Mean hydrophobicity changes for disease-causing mutations for four different classes of structure-altering
mutations predicted using multiple sequence-based predictors for intrinsically disordered regions (i.e., disorder-to-order is
denoted as D➔O, order-to-disorder as O➔D, order-to-order as O➔O, and disorder-to-disorder as D➔D). Bars are shown
for the three different hydrophobicity indices used: Eisenberg hydrophobicity index (blue), Hopp–Woods hydrophilicity
index (red), and Kyte–Doolittle hydropathicity index (green). (b) iceLogo charts showing the residue conservation around
the disease-causing mutation site against a reference set (human Swiss-Prot proteome) for D➔O and O➔D transitions
with wild-type residue in the central position. Amino acid residues on top of the x axis are significantly conserved, while
those underneath it are non-preferred or unfavored according to the reference set.

of cryptic SCEs (Fig. 3). Our findings are in broad
agreement with a recent analysis of disease-causing
mutations in disordered regions, which demonstrated that a significant number of D➔O mutations are
predicted to disrupt protein function [11]. However,
here we distinguish mutations that disrupt disorderbased functional properties from those that induce
microstructuralization and accompanying gain of
function through the phenomenon of structural
capacitance. It is possible that some of the D➔O
mutations we have identified may induce pathological changes through disrupting known associations
with interaction partners, for example, via premature

microstructuralization. The lack of evidence for
functional interactions and an analysis of ELMs
nevertheless suggest that few residues undergoing
D➔O mutations form part of an interaction with
another protein (Table S2).
In contrast to loss of function through loss of
structure in canonical disease-causing mutations
[24,25], the complementary phenomenon of gain of
structure and function through the introduction of
microstructuralization into disordered or unstructured regions of proteins remains undescribed. The
characterization of these changes is challenging due
to the technical hurdles associated with resolving the
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Fig. 2. Predicted disorder score change according to VSL2B for (a) Adapter protein CIKS (UniProt ID: O43734/
CIKS_HUMAN; Polymorphism) and (b) Fibrocystin (UniProt ID: P08F94/PKHD1_HUMAN; Polycystic kidney disease;
autosomal recessive (ARPKD); [MIM:263200]).

structural properties of a structurally heterogeneous
disordered population. Nevertheless, experimental
evidence to support the pathogenic relevance of
D➔O transitions resulting from disease-associated

Fig. 3. Disease-causing mutations may result in gain of
function through the mechanism of structural capacitance.
A D➔O mutation (red circle) in a disordered protein results
in the generation of local microstructure, or SCE (purple
helix). This may be a key nucleating factor in the
microevolution of a new adaptive fold, but may also
generate inappropriate pathological interactions, through
the triggering of inflammatory and autoimmune responses.
Aberrant interactions may also promote other pathogenic
processes such as aggregate formation, which may result
in the formation of pathogenic fibrils.

mutations has been described in several proteins
[26–28].
The phenomenon of structural capacitance has
significant implications for protein evolution and for
the diversification of organismal form and function
over evolutionary time, and may augment other
known mechanisms of evolutionary modification
such as genetic capacitance [1] and “cryptic” genetic
variation [29] that offer the potential for explorations
of protein fold and morphological space over
compressed timescales. Proteins with high flexibility
and dynamics may have a greater intrinsic structural
capacitance, increasing their evolvability, and allowing for the more rapid evolution of new folds [30]. The
evolution of primordial proteins may have involved
either the co-evolution of folds and functions through
conformational selection from a repertoire of disordered polypeptides, or the emergence of secondary
structure elements followed by the evolution of fully
folded proteins [30]. Both scenarios, however,
require the prior formation of local structure from an
essentially random and disordered population. This
raises the issue of how classic Darwinian evolution
may proceed in the absence of pre-existing seed
structures and functions [31]. We suggest that the
microstructuralization necessary for founder events
in protein folds may be furnished by structural
capacitance (Fig. 3). In this mechanism, SCEs are
localized regions of disorder retained within protein
structures, and controlled by key capacitance residues that confer the potential to generate new
microstructural elements that modify the evolvability
of the fold. Structural capacitance generates the
potential for micro-structural change, which helps
buffer organisms against the vagaries of an uncertain
future by furnishing adaptive solutions.
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In the co-evolutionary model of protein fold and
function, microstructuralization of conformationally
diverse protein species within a population complements the conformational selection by ligands
through the stabilization of functional conformers.
The notion that functional selection may occur
through the binding of small molecules is compelling,
but this process may not inevitably require the prior
formation of significant structural scaffolds and could
proceed from a relatively small nucleus of structure.
Recent work suggests that ligand-binding features
arise from the physical and geometric properties of
proteins, with structures serving as a feedstock for
evolution [32]. This is consistent with findings from
directed evolution studies that demonstrate the
acquisition of function following only a few prior
rounds of selection [33,34]. Structural capacitance
may provide the key nucleation event for the
formation of a feedstock of molecules with weak
functional activity that have the capacity to be finetuned and the potential to generate the specificity,
high affinity binding and selectivity characteristic of
modern enzymes.
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In the alternative scenario where the evolution of
the fold mimics the folding pathway and the ancestral
progenitors of modern folds resemble folding intermediates [30], structural capacitance may introduce
reversibility into evolutionary processes in a manner
distinct from the ratchet-like and often irreversible
mechanism of canonical incremental evolution. The
energy landscape of an unstructured or disordered
protein may be considered relatively flat with
ruggedness depending on hydrophobicity and stereochemistry (Fig. 4a). D➔O mutations with SCEs
that induce microstructuralization may induce small
impressions, or high-altitude “fissures” into such
geographical landscapes (Fig. 4b). Microstructuralization is reversible, allowing rapid conformational
transitions and landscape exploration, and minimizes sequestration in dead-end, local minima. The
most powerful structural capacitance is predicted to
be located in landscapes where D➔O mutations,
acting as reversible “binary switches,” are expected
to have the most significant impact through introducing bias from one lake to another, or transitioning
it into a stable “valley.” Canonical gradualistic

Fig. 4. Structural capacitance and folding energy landscapes. (a) Flat, featureless energy landscape of a disordered
protein. (b) D➔O mutations in SCEs induce microstructure and small impressions, allowing conformational transitions and
landscape exploration. (c) Canonical incremental evolution optimizes the folding funnel to create new fold. The inset
depicts an R➔W mutation (sticks) inducing helix formation and local structuralization, based upon the Trp-cage protein
TC5b. Hydrophobic clusters centered around tryptophan are common in several small natural folds.
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evolution may then optimize the funnel characteristics of the energy landscape (Fig. 4c). These
features of structural capacitance would allow for
rapid fold generation and may have facilitated some
of the major transitions in organismal evolution,
complementing and potentiating gradualistic modifications to pre-existing folds. Although there are
notable exceptions (serpins, for example, [35,36]),
proteins with highly evolved functions are generally
situated in deep energy wells at the bottom of the
folding landscape, or funnel, preventing major
structural changes. Highly optimized active site
architectures represent an irreversible evolutionary
“ratchet” that may limit the evolutionary adaptability
of a fold because non-functional mutants are
strongly selected against. Structural capacitance
may circumvent such limitations, thereby providing
a mechanism for evolvability, and could be exploited
for the engineering of artificial proteins with an
enhanced capacity for plasticity through microevolutionary change [37,38]. Furthermore, such a
mechanism might offer some molecular insights into
the relationship between cryptic genetic variation
[29] and protein evolvability—microstructuralization
within SCEs may enable “pre-adapted” phenotypes
that confer selective advantages when new selection pressures emerge [39].
Protein folding may nucleate via relatively few key
residues, which are typically hydrophobic [40]. Although the energy landscape in which IDPs bind to
targets is likely to be complex, experimental evidence
supports conformational selection of secondary structure formation, followed by induced fit following
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binding and completion of global folding [8,41,42].
Our finding that O➔D and D➔O transitions are
predominantly associated with mutations to and from
proline, respectively (Tables S8A and S8B), is
consistent with the demonstrated helix-disrupting
properties of proline [43,44]. It is intriguing that 59
(11.5%) of the disease-causing and 80 (6.6%) of nondisease D➔O mutations reported involve a mutation
to tryptophan. Hydrophobic clusters centered around
tryptophan are common in several small natural folds
[45,46] most notably the Trp-cage fold, which is one of
the smallest model proteins of just 20-amino-acid
residues and folds spontaneously into a stable 3D
structure within ~ 4 μs, featuring a hydrophobic core
formed around a central tryptophan residue [47,48].
Along with evidence of residual structure due to
hydrophobic collapse around the central tryptophan in
the unfolded state of Trp-cage protein TC5b [49], our
findings are consistent with tryptophan residues
playing an important role in the generation of
microstructure from disorder (Fig. 4 inset).
Speculations and hypotheses
We take the opportunity here to discuss further
possible implications of our findings that, although
speculative and not directly derived from the data,
merit mention.
Protein evolution
We propose that the phenomenon of structural
capacitance may be extended to a more general

Fig. 5. Structural capacitance incorporating the concepts of classic incremental Darwinian evolution, dynamism,
evolvability, and structural diversity provides a potential basis for the generation of microstructure from randomness. The
“capacitor” comprises a random ensemble of disordered protein conformations harboring SCEs. These may undergo
ordering through either coupled folding-upon-binding of a partner (bottom left) or the fixation of a D➔O mutation that
“discharges” the folding information stored within its sequence. A D➔O mutation may bias the random population toward
intermittent microstructure, creating a highly evolvable feedstock for subsequent stepwise evolution through random
mutation. This process may proceed by selection through either function or folding to produce a new fold.
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framework encompassing the roles of unstructured
proteins (Fig. 5). Approximately 40% of the human
proteome is intrinsically disordered [50], but the
selective advantage this provides has not been
clearly defined. This reservoir of unstructured and
highly dynamic protein sequence is highly evolvable
for two reasons. First, via the now accepted
mechanism of coupled folding and binding (reviewed
in Ref. [9]), it may act in concert to engage a broad
range of binding partners. This is consistent with the
compelling evidence for the role of IDPs in signaling
and interaction network hubs [6,24,50]. Second, as
described in this work, D➔O mutations in SCEs may
generate highly evolvable species of conformations
with microstructure over rapid timescales that
facilitate the evolution of new folds. Both involve a
D➔O transition, whereby the information for folding
is stored in the unstructured protein ensemble. This
ensemble is highly evolvable and acts as a
“structural capacitor.” Release of folding information
through microstructuralization is achieved by the
binding of a structured physiological partner, as is
the case for coupled folding and binding of IDPs, or
as the result of a D➔O mutation. This concept
encapsulates and extends the “dormant foldon”
hypothesis [51]. Furthermore, structural capacitance
is compatible with the concept of early peptide-world
“foldamers” and Dayhoff’s hypothesis [52], and more
recent hypotheses of early protein evolution driven
by oligomerization–duplication–fusion events of
short peptides [53,54].

consistent with structural capacitance as constituting
a general mechanism for furnishing the capacity to
adapt to rapidly changing environments over compressed timescales.

Conclusions
The generation of novel microstructures from
conformational “noise” through the mechanism of
structural capacitance may have contributed to the
functional diversification of the protein repertoire
through the origin of new ancestral folds, and in so
doing contributed to the origin of life and its
subsequent elaboration. Although the reported
mutations discussed here are associated with
diseases representing a number of different pathogenic types including metabolic, vascular, neoplastic, and congenital, the subset of O➔D and D➔O
mutations appears more likely to have a significant
causal role and to be “drivers,” than O➔O and D➔D
mutations in which there is no accompanying loss or
gain of microstructural change. Given the theoretical
nature of this work, we hope that it will prompt
experimental validation and further exploration. In
summary, the phenomenon of structural capacitance
has implications ranging from the ancestral diversification of protein folds to the engineering of
synthetic proteins with enhanced evolvability.

Materials and Methods
Viral adaptation
The high mutational rate of viruses is a wellcharacterized phenomenon that allows for adaptation
to rapidly changing environments. Recent reports
implicate structural disorder in viral adaptation [18]
and demonstrate how mutations in disordered regions
may promote neostructuralization and accompanying
phenotypic divergence [55–57]. Structural capacitance within disordered ensembles of viral proteins
may represent a powerful mechanism for enhanced
pathogenicity through facilitating the rapid acquisition
of microstructure and an accompanying improvement
in the ability to interact with host proteins. Molecular
recognition elements, found within largely disordered
regions, often possess functionally significant residual
structure [58] and are key determinants of molecular
recognition [59]. Structural capacitance may play a
related role in eukaryotic pathogens. Unicellular
eukaryotes have considerable variability in their
disorder content, which appears to reflect their
habitats [18]. The proteomes of parasitic hostchanging protozoa, for example, have high levels of
disorder, which may represent an adaption to the
parasitic lifestyle [60]. Organisms inhabiting environments with high intrinsic frequencies of change, such
as microbes, maintain a larger pool of disorder. This is

The overall workflow is shown in Fig. S1.
Data sets
The target dataset was “Human polymorphisms and
disease mutations” (http://www.uniprot.org/docs/
humsavar) [14]. The release of this dataset, according
to the UniProt database, is 2 June 2017. This contains
76,608 human mutations including 29,529 human
disease mutations, 39,779 polymorphisms, and 7300
unclassified mutations. Disease mutations were
annotated using a basic description of the diseases
and their OMIM (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim/)
accession number. Disease mutations are labeled
based on literature reports. The UniProt database
does not systematically annotate mutations as germline or somatic. For each mutation, this dataset
provides detailed information including UniProt
(http://www.uniprot.org/) accession number of the
original protein, mutated position, wild type and
mutated amino acid, and mutation type (i.e., “disease,”
“polymorphism,” and “unclassified”). For the analysis
of disease- and non-disease mutations in this study,
“unclassified” mutations were removed as the disease
annotations for such mutations were ambiguous.
Such mutations remain only in Tables S9 for providing
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a comprehensive and complete D➔O candidate list
with experimentally verified disordered regions. After
removing the sequences containing uncommon
amino acids, the resulting dataset contains 68,383
unique single point mutations (28,662 diseaseassociated mutations, 39,721 polymorphisms).
Methods
Databases/predictors for disordered region prediction
For both wild-type and mutated proteins, the
disorder prediction results were defined using four
predictors, namely, VSL2B [61], IUPred (short and
long versions) [62,63], and DynaMine [64].
D2P2 database. D2P2 [65] is an online knowledgebase for protein disordered regions prediction
results using nine tools for protein disorder prediction: PONDR VLXT [66], PONDR VSL2B [61],
IUPred (short and long versions) [62,63], EspritzD [67], Espritz-X [67], Espritz-N [67], PrDOS [68],
and PV2 [69]. In addition, in the updated version of
D2P2, MoRF regions (predicted by ANCHOR
[70,71]) and post-translational modification sites
annotation were used for the investigation of
protein binding and function within the disordered
regions.
DisProt. DisProt (http://www.disprot.org/index.php
[23]; Version: 7 v0.3) harbors experimentally verified
intrinsically disorder proteins and disordered regions. DisProt provides detailed function classification, function description and experimental evidence
for each entry in this database. The advantage of this
database is that the disordered regions harbored in
DisProt have been experimentally verified. We used
the DisProt database to locate mutations that are
located in experimentally validated regions of disorder. We then applied four predictors (VSL2B,
IUPred-L, IUPred-S, and DynaMine) to predict
disorder–order transitions.
IUPred. IUPred (http://iupred.enzim.hu/ [62,63])
maintains two versions of IUPred including IUPredS and IUPred-L. Here, “S” and “L” refer to the long
LDRs and SDRs, respectively. For the “S” option, the
model was trained using a dataset corresponding to
missing residues in the protein structures. These
residues are absent from the protein structures due
to missing electron density in the corresponding Xray crystal structures. These disordered regions are
usually short. Conversely, for the “L” option, the
dataset used to train models corresponds to LDRs
that are validated by various experimental techniques. In our study, residues with predicted scores
equal to or above 0.5 were considered to be located
in disordered regions.
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PONDR-VSL2B. VSL2B [61] is a widely used
sequence-based predictor for intrinsically disordered
regions, using Support Vector Machine (SVM).
Residues with predicted scores equal to or above
0.5 are considered to be disordered.
DynaMine. DynaMine [64], which is trained with a
curated NMR dataset, was used to predict
protein disordered regions with only sequence
information as the input. Residues with predicted
scores below 0.69 are considered to be located
in disordered regions, while those with scores
above 0.8 are predicted to be in the ordered
regions.
Amino acid hydrophobicity indices and sequence
motif conservation
Three indices were chosen in our study: Hopp–
Woods hydrophilicity index [72], Kyte–Doolittle hydropathicity index [73], and Eisenberg hydrophobicity
index [74]. The motif conservation is shown using
iceLogo [75] in Fig. 1.
Predictor for protein transmembrane domains
TMHMM [76] employs hidden Markov model for
membrane protein topology prediction. Given the
fact that the protein transmembrane domains are
structurally stable and ordered, TMHMM was used to
further validate the predicted disordered regions.
Mutations predicted to be in transmembrane regions
were discarded.
Protein structure BLAST
In order to ensure that wild-type proteins with
predicted disordered regions that lack experimentally determined structures or homologue structures,
we performed a BLAST search against the PDB
database (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/software/rest.do)
[77] using the protein sequences (e-value cutoff =
0.01). Any proteins with predicted disordered regions and BLAST hits against the PDB database
were removed.
ELM database mapping
We mapped both disease and non-disease mutations in D➔O, O➔D, D➔D, and O➔O transitions
using the ELM (Version: 1.4) (Eukaryotic Linear
Motif; http://elm.eu.org/search/ [20]) database. Tables S2–S5 show the mapping results of our
mutations of both disease and non-disease for the
four structural transitions. All ELMs listed in Tables
S2-S5 are experimentally verified (i.e., annotated
with experimental evidence showing this ELM to be
functional.)
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Pfam database mapping
In order to characterize the domain context of
mutations, we mapped both disease and nondisease mutations to the Pfam (Release: 30) database
[22]. The mapping results for disease and non-disease
mutations of D➔O and O➔D transitions are shown in
Tables S6 and S7.
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